WHAT IS DATA AND WHAT DOES NDOT HAVE TO HELP YOU
• WHAT IS DATA?

• No---NOT THIS DATA!!

• This DATA........

• Dictionary Definition:
  – facts and statistics collected together for reference or analysis.
NDOT Data

TRAFFIC COUNT DATA

• Traffic Count Station Map and Count information – TRINA (Traffic Records Information Access)
• Annual Traffic Report

HIGHWAY AND ROAD DATA

• State Maintained Highways of Nevada (referred to as the Description Index)
• Functional Classification Maps and Urban Boundaries
• Annual Vehicle Miles Travelled Report
TRAFFIC COUNT DATA

- What is TRINA?
TRINA Count Station Data Set

Trina
HIGHWAY ROAD DATA

- State Maintained Highways Index
HIGHWAY ROAD DATA

- Functional Classification Maps
  - Reno Urbanized
HIGHWAY ROAD DATA

• Annual Vehicle Miles Travelled
NDOT DATA-its there for you

• Go online to

• Divisional Contact Information is in the handouts provided

• Thank you for your time and attendance